
Complete the sentences with the correct degree of comparison.

Example: Alen works harder than any other student. (hard)

1) Amanda speaks than Amelia. (politely)

2) Cyril writes of all the three of us. (neatly)

9) Cheryl runs than her brother Ferdinand. (fast)

4) The sun shines than the moon. (brightly)

5) Kevin sang of all the singers in the choir. (loudly)

6) Pat paints with his !ngers than with a brush. (beautifully)

7) Of all the children, Jacob plays the piano . (skillfully)

8) Today, Mr. John explained the concept than yesterday. (clearly)

3) Susan craves ice cream of all my sisters. (passionately)

10) This is the published book in the country. (widely)
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Complete the sentences with the correct degree of comparison.

Example: Alen works harder than any other student. (hard)

1) Amanda speaks than Amelia. (politely)more politely

2) Cyril writes of all the three of us. (neatly)most neatly

9) Cheryl runs than her brother Ferdinand. (fast)faster

4) The sun shines than the moon. (brightly)more brightly

5) Kevin sang of all the singers in the choir. (loudly)most loudly

6) Pat paints with his !ngers than with a brush. (beautifully)more beautifully

7) Of all the children, Jacob plays the piano . (skillfully)most skillfully

8) Today, Mr. John explained the concept than yesterday. (clearly)more clearly

3) Susan craves ice cream of all my sisters. (passionately)most passionately

10) This is the published book in the country. (widely)most widely
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